
 

Earith Primary School Song 

 

This is Earith, meaning mud 

We'll sing about it, bad and good 

Come over the bridge you bandy buds 

To a place of swans and fruit and floods 

 

Want to go to Cambridge? Want to go to Ely? 

That is why they built the bridge so you could get there freely 

But complaints were made in 1346 

Travel and trade could not be made, it had to be fixed  

 

This is Earith meaning mud 

We'll sing about it, bad and good 

Come over the bridge you bandy buds 

To a place of swans and fruit and floods 

 

Bandy is a sport that was invented here 

Prince Albert even played it once to Victoria's cheers 

The merry men of Bury Fen on the ice would play 

There were no rules, if you dropped your stick they'd just throw it away 



This is Earith, meaning mud 

We'll sing about it, bad and good 

Come over the bridge you bandy buds 

To a place of swans and fruit and floods 

 

The George & Dragon pub, it was cut in half 

For the Hover train which never came, what a massive laugh 

300 miles an hour, magnet power they say 

But it only went 12 miles an hour so they put the plans away   

 

This is Earith, meaning mud 

We'll sing about it, bad and good 

Come over the bridge you bandy buds 

To a place of swans and fruit and floods 

 

Jobs included cream cheese makers, 

the brewers, the higglers, confectioners and drapers 

carpenters, horse dealers, plumbers, dress makers 

post masters, inn keepers, butchers and bakers   

 

This is Earith, meaning mud 

We'll sing about it, bad and good 



Come over the bridge you bandy buds 

To a place of swans and fruit and floods 

 

Here the swans inspire us, no other bird we'd choose 

Majestically and gracefully glides up the Great Ouse 

And here at Earith Primary empowering all the kids 

Our very own school mascot, a cygnet we call Sid! 

 

This is Earith, meaning mud 

We'll sing about it, bad and good 

Come over the bridge you bandy buds 

To a place of swans and fruit and floods 

 

 

 

 


